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Common Law

• Is it material or minor?
– Has there been substantial performance? 
– Did you essentially get what you bargained for?
Material Breach:
A substantial breach of contract usually excusing the harmed 
party from further performance and giving him the right to 
sue for damages.

Minor Breach:
Also referred to as partial breach, it is a breach of contract 
that is less severe than a material breach and it gives the 
harmed party the right to sue for damages but does not 
usually excuse him from further performance.



Major or Minor?

Roberto agreed to build a restaurant for Ivan in 
accordance with detailed plans and specifications. In 
return, Ivan agreed to pay Roberto $100,000 for the 
restaurant upon completion. The written contract 
included the following provision: “Roberto’s liability is 
expressly conditioned on use of Cuban marble to floor 
the foyer.” Unable to find Cuban Marble, Roberto used a 
similar fine quality Italian marble in the foyer instead.
In addition, Roberto had agreed in writing with Ivan to 
paper the walls in a Spanish string wall covering. 
Unfortunately, Roberto used two different dye lots, and 
the paper did not quite match, although it was otherwise 
functional.



Major or Minor Cont’d

Other than the floor and wall covering, the restaurant 
was completed according to the plans and 
specifications contained in the Roberto-Ivan contract.

If Ivan refused to pay Roberto on the ground that the 
wall covering does not match, will he prevail?  Is this a 
breach, and if so, is it major or minor



Answer

The issue is whether the different dye lots and marble 
constitute a breach of contract, and if so, what kind of 
breach. Because the wall coverings and marble did not 
meet with the specifications of the contract, there is a 
breach. However, because the majority of the restaurant 
is completed to the contract specifications, the wall 
coverings and marble do not constitute a material 
breach. Therefore, Ivan must pay the contract price minus 
the diminished value of the restaurant because of the 
breach.  If the wall covers and marble do not diminish the 
value, Ivan must pay the contact price minus what it 
would cost him to replace the wall covers and marble.



UCC Perfect Tender

The Perfect Tender rule is a term that refers to 
the legal right a buyer to insist that the goods 
purchased conform precisely to the product 
description in quality, quantity, and manner of 
delivery. If the goods fail to conform to the 
description, the buyer may legally reject the 
goods offered.



Let’s try an example

Grocer orders “100 dozen #2 Delicious apples” 
from Orchard, to be resold in a single order to 
a customer. Orchard delivers 95 dozen of the 
correct apples, with a note saying, “It’s the 
end of the season, and 95 dz is all we have 
left. No more til next season.”

Grocer immediately returns all apples to 
Orchard with a note saying, “Don’t want the 
lesser quantity. Credit my account.”

Has Orchard breached?



Answer: Perfect Tender Rule

• Yes. UCC implements the “perfect tender” rule

– If goods fail “in any respect” to confirm to the 
contract, the buyer may reject all, accept all, or 
accept “any commercial unit” and reject rest. 
Grocer was entitled to reject all, provided it acted 
in good faith.



Hypo: Substitution of a conforming 
tender

Seller contracts to sell & deliver to Buyer, by 2/1, a 
particular new laser printer together with a 
replacement drum (needed only when the original 
drum wears out) for $3K.

On 2/1, Seller delivers the printer, but without the drum, 
together with a note saying, “I can have a replacement 
drum for you by 2/8, or you can deduct $400 
representing the market price for the drum.”

Buyer sends back the printer saying, “I’m cancelling b/c I 
don’t want the printer w/o the drum, and your time to 
get me everything is now expired.”

Who, is anyone, has breached?



Answer: Substitution of a conforming 
tender

• Buyer has breached. Seller had to make a 
“perfect tender.”

– But 2-508(2) says that if seller tenders non-
conforming goods which seller reasonably thought 
would be acceptable w or w/o money allowance 
and buyer rejects,

• seller has a further reasonable time (beyond K time) to 
substitute a conforming tender.

– Seller did this, so Buyer had to give him 
reasonable extra time to get the drum.



And Another

A sporting goods shop contracted with a publisher 
to buy, for sale in its store, 1,200 posters featuring a 
professional golfer. During production, the image of 
the golfer was inadvertently reversed and the right-
handed golfer appeared to be left-handed. When 
the posters were delivered on the date provided in 
the contract, the sporting goods shop noticed the 
discrepancy, which had no provably significant 
impact on the effectiveness of the poster. In the 
opinion of the shop management, however, the 
posters did not look as good as they had in the 
catalog from which the shop had ordered them.



Answer Choices

• Is the sporting goods shop legally entitled to reject the 
posters?

A. No, because the nonconformity does not materially 
alter the value of the posters to the sporting goods shop.

B. No, because the publisher must be given an 
opportunity to cure the nonconformity before the 
sporting goods shop can reject the posters.

C. Yes, because the posters do not conform to the 
contract.

D. Yes, because the publisher has breached an implied 
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose. 



Answer A

• You get what you ordered! No, the value isn’t 
different – and the posters might be just as 
nice – BUT, the UCC Perfect Tender rules says 
you get what you ordered. 


